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ABSTRACT

Many legal scholars believe that the lack of enforcement mechanisms provided by the International Health Regulations (IHR) in part explains the slow containment of the deadly Ebola virus disease outbreak in West Africa in 2014. In contrast, some global health practitioners deem funding for global health emergencies as a key remedy to the ineffective international infectious disease control regime. Such belief underpinned the creation of the Pandemic Emergency Facility (PEF), the World Bank’s new financing initiative, aiming to finance global disaster response. Some commentators hope that the establishment of the PEF will resuscitate international interest in global health security and cooperation. Although current discussion touches upon how to integrate the PEF with the existing international infectious disease control regime, much remains unclear about how the PEF will relate to the IHR operationally and normatively. Relatedly, legal scholars and global health practitioners continue to talk about IHR enforcement and global health emergency funding as two different things, without exploring how the latter can incentivize the former.

Starting from the IHR as a pillar of global health security, this Article focuses on strengthening the IHR enforcement
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mechanism—thus far overlooked in the current discussion—vis-à-vis the PEF. It also argues that such linkage is important in ensuring consistent, rapid global health emergency responses. Drawing on lessons from the 2014 Ebola outbreak, the Article demonstrates that the proposal is normatively desirable and politically feasible. The Article makes a timely intervention, as the PEF has tremendous potential in shaping the international infectious disease regime, creating new opportunities and anxiety simultaneously.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many legal scholars believe international law is a pillar of the maintenance of global health security and cooperation. This belief is reflected in the extensive law-making power granted to the World
Health Organization (WHO), a global public health agency. Yet, in the past decades, and most recently during the Ebola virus disease (sometimes abbreviated “EVD,” but referred to here more colloquially as “Ebola”) outbreak of 2014 in West Africa, the consistently poor performance of the WHO in the global policy realm of infectious disease control shattered that expectation markedly. Indeed, at the most recent opening of the annual World Health Assembly (WHA), German Chancellor Angela Merkel made clear that the WHO’s response to the 2014 Ebola epidemic was nothing less than catastrophic. Chancellor Merkel’s sharp criticism reflects a widely held sentiment within the international community because the delayed WHO response to the epidemic had resulted in 11,300 deaths and 28,601 confirmed cases, as of December 1, 2015. Many infectious disease experts believe that, had the WHO responded promptly, such human devastation could have been averted. Likewise, many commentators noted that the International Health Regulations (IHR), which provide the

international legal architecture for global health security, have contributed little to enhancing international cooperation. While many reasons explain why international infectious disease regimes remain ineffective, scholars generally agree that the lack of enforcement mechanisms provided by the IHR renders the instrument, at best, symbolic.

In response to the widely recognized WHO leadership failure, proposals outlining more responsive mechanisms both inside and outside the WHO governance framework have emerged. The World Bank, for instance, is developing a global Pandemic Emergency Facility (PEF) in collaboration with the WHO, private sector health companies, and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Chancellor Merkel, in contrast, is advocating for an autonomous body with an independent budget within the WHO. In response to the wave of universal criticism on its poor performance, the WHO announced the creation of a global health workforce reserve and a new $100 million contingent fund, aimed to facilitate rapid deployment and mobilization of medical staff and resources during the early phase of infectious disease control.

At a glimpse, the wave of initiatives and programs aimed at strengthening global health security is, no doubt, a welcome, if not overdue exercise. In particular, international infectious disease control tends to occupy a place low on the political priority list once the crisis is perceived to be over. However, at the governance level, the mushrooming of new financing initiatives outside of the WHO governance framework is also at risk of undermining the WHO’s normative authority, which is necessary for commanding and coordinating international responses during global health crises. While the wave of proposed initiatives reflects a general discontent with the WHO, the world is also at a critical juncture where the global infectious disease regime is undergoing dramatic transformation. The emerging
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Zika virus outbreak again demonstrates the necessity of a robust global infectious disease control regime. More importantly, from the viewpoint of human rights, strengthening IHR enforcement would help the most vulnerable, most in need, populations. Scholars argue that, in cases where impoverished, ineffective, or failed states face disproportionate burdens in the provision of health services, as in the 2014 Ebola outbreak, a better-coordinated WHO would, and should, help close the gap.

Equally as many legal scholars and political scientists have noted that the extent to which the WHO fulfills its constitutional mandate is a measure of its institutional legitimacy; a more robust IHR would also empower the WHO. Yet the emerging plethora of new actors and initiatives occupying the global health landscape could complicate the current legal order, fracture the already fragmented global governance of health, and inadvertently weaken future international response to infectious disease control. On the contrary, the emerging initiatives signal a reawakening of global interest in international health security; if these initiatives are properly coordinated and integrated within the existing system, they could have an amplifying effect, minimizing potential harms on the affected population.

In this context, the PEF, which will be administered by the World Bank—a historical rival of the WHO—is a promising financing initiative that will transform the global infectious disease regime. The PEF builds on the notion of risk pooling, which would help create a new market for insuring global epidemic and pandemic risk. While the PEF could channel the funds necessary to finance efforts in containing global epidemic outbreaks, if the PEF is not properly integrated with the existing infectious disease control regime, it could risk further undermining the coherence of the regime. Equally concerning is one proposal currently under consideration with the PEF that aims to link the level of insurance premium to a country’s preparedness, as measured against the benchmarks set by the WHO’s IHR. While it is true that the uneven progress in strengthening public health capacities limits the effectiveness of the IHR, the proposed linkage would likely place a disproportionate burden on
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failing or failed states, whose inabilities to develop the core capacities required under the IHR are often complex.

This Article is an effort to move the dialogue beyond financing global health emergencies and toward creating a more equitable international infectious disease control regime. Instead of engaging in a normative inquiry about what makes a more equitable regime, the Article engages in a policy-driven inquiry into how to bring that about and makes concrete recommendations. Specifically, the Article draws attention to the IHR as a building block of a robust, responsive, international infectious disease control regime. The Article also demonstrates why empowering the WHO with (quasi-)enforceable power over the IHR is essential in creating a more equitable international infectious disease control regime. Instead of seeing the ascending influence of the World Bank as a potential threat to the normative authority of the WHO, as a channel to perpetuate the existing asymmetrical power structure within the international legal system, or as a potential source for causing further fracturing to the global health landscape, this Article highlights the potential, and mutually beneficial roles the World Bank and the WHO could play in the realm of global health security. The Article takes a pragmatic view and proposes an informal linkage between the IHR and the PEF to strengthen the compliance of the former. Specifically, the Article draws attention to the World Bank’s unique expertise in mobilizing multi-sectorial financing, and argues that the World Bank’s financial clout could be used as leverage in enhancing the IHR’s compliance rate, while taking into account the varying capability of state parties to comply with the IHR.

Drawing on the respective institutional strengths of both organizations, the Article demonstrates that linking the PEF with the IHR is a plausible way forward, both politically and institutionally. Although many practitioners have expressed skepticism about states agreeing to a more legally enforceable IHR the majority of participants in a World Bank survey agreed that global infectious disease control is one of the most pressing political concerns, which suggests that the issue is politically ripe.16 The Article further argues that, normatively, the parametric trigger of the PEF should be determined by the WHO

---

Director-General instead of by the technocrats at the World Bank. There are at least five benefits to the IHR-PEF linkage: it would level the playing field, enhance IHR compliance, ensure timely and coherent global response to global health emergencies, draw attention to the distributive impact of scarce economic and health resources in an increasingly interconnected world, and, despite the widely perceived failure of the IHR during the 2014 Ebola crisis, would also rejuvenate and sustain interest in global security.

In addition to the normative benefits brought by the informal linkage, this discussion is also particularly timely for two practical reasons: First, the WHO has established a Review Committee to assess and identify the weaknesses in global preparedness and responses to international health emergencies. One key task the Review Committee was asked to address was how to incentivize states to better prepare for international infectious disease control. Second, the emerging Zika outbreak in Latin America will need intensive resources and an open channel of communication to effectively contain the epidemic and a robust IHR will be central to that task.

This Article consists of four parts. Starting from the viewpoint that the international control of infectious disease is essentially a coordination game, the Article first briefly describes the 2014 Ebola crisis that unfolded in West Africa, the epicenter of the outbreak. The sketch critically reveals both the practical and normative necessity of the WHO during global health emergencies. Part II describes the WHO’s constitutional mandate and its normative role in promoting public health. The discussion herein paves the way for the remaining section on the IHR—the governing global legal architecture for routine


public health protection. Part III takes a step back and provides a brief historical account of the World Bank in the global domain of public health. This overview describes the historical involvement of International Financial Institutions (IFIs) in developmental aids, which adversely shaped its recipient countries’ public health systems, and, at times, competed with the WHO’s mission in public health. The discussion herein lays the groundwork for the IHR-PEF linkage proposal, discussed in the ensuing section. The Article takes a cautious, but not pessimistic, view of IFIs’ involvement in global health. Part IV first describes the World Bank’s new financial mechanism, the PEF, and then outlines the proposal of linking the PEF with the IHR. The Article demonstrates that the proposal is both a politically plausible and practically desirable solution by reference to the International Law (IL) and International Relations (IR) literature on compliance—the focus of the remainder of Part IV. The Article argues that such linkage would create a synergetic relationship between the two institutions, in addition to embedding public health norms in the international system. The final section concludes.

A. Definitional Matters

The remainder of this Section introduces the conceptual vocabulary that grounds the rest of the discussion; in particular, it focuses on three working definitions: “global governance for health,” “failed” or “failing state,” and “compliance.” The aim is to provide a preliminary definition of these terms that will add clarity to the discussion that follows.

1. Global Governance for Health

Scholars generally agree that “global health” refers to transnational health issues that require collective action from a myriad of actors, but scholars use a variety of terms to describe the governance of global health, namely, “global health governance,” “governance for global health,” and “global governance for health.” Former Dean of Harvard School of Public Health, Julio Frenk, and Suerie Moon,19 for instance, use the term “global health governance” to emphasize the interdependence of the global population and draw attention to the wealth of processes that shape the way in which issues of global significance are addressed collectively through formal and informal political processes.20 Similarly, Professor Lawrence Gostin21
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adopts the broader perspective, but uses the working definition of “global governance for health” instead. The term “global governance for health” analytically denotes “the collection of rules, norms, institutions, and processes that shape the health of the world’s population. Governance strategies aim to organize divergent stakeholders, and mange social, economic, and political affairs, to improve global health and narrow health inequalities.”

For Professor Ilona Kickbusch, by contrast, these three terms—global health governance, governance for global health, and global governance for health—each encapsulate a distinct political sphere, and collectively define the global public health domain. This Article uses Professor Gostin’s working definition of “global governance for health,” which emphasizes stakeholder participation and the aspiration to improve global health and narrow health inequalities.

2. Failed or Failing State

While scholars disagree widely on what precisely constitutes a failed state, scholars generally characterize a failing state by its inability to provide basic political and social goods to its people. A failed or failing state also tends to have a collapsed, or non-existent health system, making the controlling and monitoring of the spread of disease even more challenging. A dysfunctional national health system helps perpetuate a vicious cycle of poverty and insecurity, contributing to a decline in health indicators such as mortality and life expectancy. An outbreak in an African country where local health care is non-existent can have devastating consequences nationally and internationally. In fact, according to former WHO Director-General Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland, not even war or famine can have an effect on societies as devastating and destabilizing as HIV/AIDS has had.

22. See id.
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Under this definition, Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia, with their non-existent health systems, can be qualified as failed or failing states.

3. Compliance

“Compliance” means different things for International Law (IL) and International Relations (IR) scholars. For the former, “compliance” means the degree to which a state’s conduct conforms to the prescribed legal standard in an agreement. In contrast, the latter uses the term as a proxy to gauge the extent to which institutions and their legal rules are able to change state behaviors. How “compliance” is defined informs the intellectually divergent ways in which IL and IR scholars understand international law. The institutional effect that political scientists describe as compliance is what legal scholars distinguish as “effectiveness,” which differs conceptually from the legal notion of “compliance.” For legal scholars, compliance and effectiveness are two analytically related, but conceptually distinct terms. That is, unlike “compliance,” “effectiveness” refers to the extent to which a given regulation solves the political problem at hand.

Legal scholars use “effectiveness” to describe how international law shapes state behavior. To gauge the effectiveness of international law, IL scholars ask what the situation would have been in the absence of that law. The conceptual distinction between compliance and effectiveness allows a finer-grain of understanding of whether, and how, international law shapes state behavior. Distinguishing “compliance” from “effectiveness” is also particularly useful in the
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examination of the role IHR plays in delivering global health security. 34 Strong states, for example, tend to have robust public health capability—a core IHR requirement—which they achieved independently, in spite of the obligation stipulated by the IHR. Thus, in this instance, the compliance of strong states with the core IHR requirement, at best, is an epiphenomenon to the IHR. To that effect, the Article will focus on enhancing the effectiveness of the IHR instead of focusing on the IHR’s compliance rate. Likewise, legal scholar Timothy Meyer argues that over-emphasizing compliance may understate the effectiveness of international law in changing state behavior.35 In the same vein, “implementation” is a concept related to compliance, but refers to the administrative process by which states internalize their international obligations. By contrast, “enforcement” refers to the existence of sanctions or material consequences.

B. Background: The 2014 Ebola Crisis in West Africa

The Ebola outbreak of 2014 is the largest and the most complex Ebola outbreak to date.36 Formally known as Ebola hemorrhagic fever, the disease is often fatal if left untreated, with an average fatality rate of 50 percent.37 Ebola is transmitted through human-to-human exchange of bodily fluids, and contact with surfaces and materials (e.g., bedding, clothing, or needles) contaminated with the bodily fluids of infected individuals. Healthcare workers are particularly vulnerable to infection while treating patients with suspected or confirmed Ebola virus disease (EVD).38 Precautionary infectious disease control, if strictly practiced, mitigates this risk significantly.39 EVD has an

35. Meyer, supra note 34.
incubation period of two to twenty-one days, meaning that infected individuals are not infectious until symptoms develop, but they remain infectious as long as their blood contains the virus. Burial of an infected person also increases the transmission of the disease if mourners have direct contact with the body of the deceased. Currently, there are no licensed Ebola vaccines available, but two potential vaccines are undergoing human safety trials.

The 2014 Ebola outbreak first appeared in a two-year old boy who was living near Guinea’s border with Liberia and Sierra Leone. The boy fell ill on December 6, 2013, but, due to a Guinean health officials’ unfamiliarity with the disease, Ebola remained undiagnosed until March 21, 2014. By then, Ebola had spread to Liberia and Liberian officials confirmed the presence of the disease two days after Guinea’s confirmation. In the meantime, scientists in Sierra Leone also suspected Ebola had emerged there, which was later confirmed as linked to an unsafe burial practice of a traditional healer held in March in Guinea. The information was not picked up by Sierra Leone’s surveillance system until May. By late June, Ebola was confirmed in sixty locations across Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone. Overwhelmed and understaffed, Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF, also known as Doctors without Borders), the only international, independent medical humanitarian organization treating affected individuals at that point, issued a warning on June 21, 2014 that Ebola “was out of control,” calling for a “massive deployment of resources” to contain the


unprecedented scale and rapid spread of Ebola. The dire situation in these three most affected countries could not be understated, and was made worse by the lack of external financial and technical support. Liberia, for instance, had fifty-two registered medical doctors for a population of 4.5 million; MSF was forced to turn away patients because of inadequate space and staff.

While Ebola has periodically erupted in the region since the 1970s, no outbreak had been recorded until 2014, and it would take until July of 2014 for the international community to take MSF’s warning seriously. By then, Ebola had spread to Senegal, Mali, the United States, and the United Kingdom, but was controlled in those areas. However, the virus had also spread to Nigeria and visibly crippled the worst-affected countries in West Africa: Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone. On August 8, the WHO finally declared the outbreak, which had by now killed nearly one thousand people, making it a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) under the IHR.

Yet it was not until September, when the United Nations established its Mission for Ebola Emergency Response (UNMEER) which directly answered to UN Secretary-General Bi-Ki Moon, that the international community responded to MSF’s humanitarian pleas—first made in June—with real, substantial actions. Two of the largest contributors, the United States and the World Bank, mobilized three thousand troops, who supported logistics, trained health workers, built seventeen treatment centers, mobilized financing for training of
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healthcare workers, purchased essential supplies, and raised funds for capability building and post-Ebola recovery and reconstruction.\(^{50}\)

In practice, EVD can be contained efficiently within a robust public health system and with an open channel of communication.\(^{51}\) However, in post-conflict Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone, fragile public health systems, low health literacy, and inadequate health and human resources accelerated the EVD transmission rate, which was made worse by the deep distrust between governments and foreign aid workers stemming from the long periods of civil conflict in these countries.\(^{52}\) Affected countries also hesitated in notifying the WHO because of the economic and trade repercussions associated with notification.\(^{53}\)

Increasingly isolated, the worst-affected countries in West Africa resorted to extraordinary measures that many scholars argued were in violation of international human rights.\(^{54}\) Soon after Liberia’s state of emergency declaration, President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf authorized a large-scale, military-led quarantine in West Point, Monrovia.\(^{55}\) Instead of containing EVD efficiently, the quarantine measure provoked fear and violence in a country that had just emerged from long-term civil conflicts.\(^{56}\) In Guinea, MSF’s aid efforts were regularly
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met with fear, and sometimes hostility, from the local community.57 In Sierra Leone, loss of confidence in political leadership translated into fear about the disease; some local residents believed that the disease was a plot by the government to get humanitarian aid.58 Violence against foreign aid workers also stemmed in part from the locals’ unfamiliarity with the necessary EVD precautionary measures: aid workers arrived in unfamiliar, spacesuit-like protective gear and immediately removed the infected deceased bodies, further invoking fear and panic.59 In addition, health workers and patients who survived Ebola were stigmatized, and treating EVD patients diverted health resources away from the already strained health systems in these countries.

With 77.9 million people in need of assistance worldwide as of September 17, 2014, the UN Secretary-General noted that the dire situation in Africa had escalated to a humanitarian crisis.60 Specifically, the Security Council categorized the disease outbreak as “a threat to international peace and security,”61 noting the political, social, economic, humanitarian, logistical, and security dimensions of the Ebola outbreak in West Africa. On September 18, the Security Council adopted Resolution 2177 and, a day later, Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon announced the establishment of UNMEER, prompted
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largely by the international leadership vacuum. Significantly, Resolution 2177 formally marked the first time that the Security Council recognized a disease outbreak as a threat to international peace and security, and the second time that the Security Council had dealt directly with a public health concern (the first being the HIV/AIDS epidemic).

Importantly, UNMEER was established to provide immediate disaster relief to affected countries in West Africa. Hence, UNMEER, an innovative UN-led emergency health mission deployed under Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon’s authority, was neither a “peacekeeping operation” nor a “political mission.” Instead, as Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon explained, the Mission “harness[es] the capabilities and competencies of all the relevant United Nations actors under a unified operational structure to reinforce unity of purpose, effective ground-level leadership and operational direction in order to ensure a rapid, effective, efficient, and coherent response to the crisis.”

In spite of the fact that, historically, the WHO assumes the coordination function of health matters among the UN agencies, as mandated by its Constitution, the WHO was notably absent during the initial response phase of the 2014 Ebola outbreak. Several reasons explain the WHO’s conspicuous absence: first, the organization lacked the necessary financial resources to lead the international response; second, it could not command authority from states and non-state actors; and, third, structurally, the WHO is not designed to carry out ground-level support work.

This leadership vacuum during the initial response phase prompted the United Nations to take over the humanitarian mission in West Africa. Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon solemnly observed that “[n]o one country or organization had the resources to stem the tide of the Ebola crisis.” Such a comment is even more profound in
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light of the fact that a number of agencies with public health missions have appeared recently in the global health sphere. Yet, despite the fact that the global health terrain is now occupied by numerous agencies with overlapping public health mandates—local ministries of health in Liberia, Guinea, and Sierra Leone; MSF; the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; UNICEF; bilateral aid agencies; and private philanthropies—mobilizing the relevant agencies remained challenging during the initial stage of the international response.

While the interdependency between global health and the attainment of international peace and security is strongly referenced in the WHO’s Constitution and is a repeated theme in the WHO’s work,\(^{67}\) UNMEER, which answers directly to Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon, formally converged public health and international security interests at the UN level. In theory, UNMEER complements the WHO’s work by providing its expertise in humanitarian relief, but, in practice, the lack of communication among the international agencies and the local communities created confusion and further delayed the emergency response.\(^{68}\) UNMEER, for instance, remained a disaster relief mission operationally, and transported quantities of food instead of the medical supplies needed in the worst-affected countries.\(^{69}\) On the other hand, the WHO had little logistical experience in West Africa, and, during the initial phase of the outbreak, the Geneva-based technocrats formulating the disease control response overlooked the basic fact that medical staff at the ground-level did not have enough essential medical supplies, for example, latex gloves, protective gowns, and rehydrating fluid.\(^{70}\) The disconnect between the local needs and the global response was devastating: the lack of protective gear for healthcare workers had resulted in 512 deaths of EVD-infected health care workers in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone as of January 14, 2016.\(^ {71}\) Moreover, the mobilization of UNMEER was also hugely
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expansive, far exceeding the WHO’s interventions: the estimated cost for the operation was $19 million, with $3.3 million unaccounted for.\textsuperscript{72} Unfamiliarity with the local culture and tradition also made the implementation of standard EVD treatment difficult.\textsuperscript{73}

To their credit, the three worst-affected countries activated their national emergency committees early in the outbreak, but limited experience with EVD weakened their emergency response plans significantly.\textsuperscript{74} Many commentators also pointed out that most of the measures taken by these governments had little impact in containing EVD but had a huge impact on human rights.\textsuperscript{75} Without a normative guide, affected West African countries implemented measures that fomented a climate of fear, which was aggravated by the lack of effective communication between the government and the affected population, further delaying effective containment of EVD. The lack of normative guidance at the ground level also impaired nongovernmental organizations’ response efforts considerably, which were further complicated by inadequate coordination mechanisms between the state and non-state actors’ responses.\textsuperscript{76}

Additionally, the countries affected had little incentive to notify the WHO, mainly because the affected governments feared the economic and political repercussions stemming from their notification.\textsuperscript{77} Such concern was not groundless. After the WHO’s PHEIC declaration, Australia and Canada announced travel restrictions on entry for residents from Liberia, Sierra Leone, and Guinea,\textsuperscript{78} in spite of the fact that, with robust public health systems in
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place, these two countries were at extremely low risk. Furthermore, with Resolution 2177 formally marking the 2014 Ebola outbreak as an international security issue, some commentators were wary that such categorization would imply that infected EVD patients were not dissimilar to political motivated terrorists.\(^7^9\)

II. THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

The 2014 Ebola outbreak critically exposed the WHO’s institutional weaknesses in coordinating an international response to control the spread of transnational infectious diseases, despite the fact that such a mandate falls squarely within its constitutional and normative authority.\(^8^0\) Prompted by the WHO’s apparent leadership failure, several new institutions and initiatives outside of the WHO governance framework have emerged, most notably, UNMEER, created by the United Nations, and the PEF, which is housed in the World Bank. The United States has also taken international steps with the launch of a Global Health Security Agenda to close the gaps in global governance.\(^8^1\) The emergence of these initiatives highlights an idiosyncratic interest in global health security, which remains one of the WHO’s cardinal responsibilities, but the leadership vacuum during the initial phase of the outbreak calls the WHO’s capability to address international health security into question. Equally, many commentators are concerned that the creation of new institutions could risk undermining the WHO’s authority considerably, further fragmenting the global governance of health.\(^8^2\)


\(^8^0\). CONST. OF THE WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION, *supra* note 67.


Most fundamentally, new institutions also raise a question about the proper role of the WHO in a crowded global health landscape, a question to which the Article now turns. In order to shed light on these issues, this Part outlines the WHO’s normative authority, highlighting that, with an (almost) universal membership and amiable constitutional and normative authority, the WHO is uniquely positioned to lead an international response in global health emergencies. That said, the ability of the WHO to lead is also constrained by the political-economic landscape in which the agency operates. Examining the structural deficiencies that handicap the WHO’s operations paves the way for later discussion on strengthening the enforcement mechanisms of the IHR.

A. The WHO’s Normative Visions

The WHO, established in 1948 in the aftermath of World War II, is driven by a strong, collective recognition of the need to improve health worldwide. Despite the recent expansion of new global health actors in the global health landscape, the WHO remains the principal international organization charged with addressing the threat of emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases affecting global health security. The WHO Constitution and the UN Charter establish the organization as the specialized health agency within the UN system, bestowing upon the organization a normative and constitutional authority in global health that is unparalleled in comparison to other UN agencies involved in health. Article 1 of the WHO Constitution explicitly recognizes that the purpose of the organization “shall be the attainment by all peoples of the highest possible level of health.” Likewise, upon its establishment, Member States granted the WHO an extensive scope of authority so that the organization could fulfill its constitutional mandate.

This need to coordinate international response to transnational infectious disease control in part explains the granting of extensive authority to the WHO by its Member States in the establishment of the

Prior to the creation of the WHO, public health governance was “Westphalian,” meaning that no superior authority existed over sovereign states, and each state reigned over its own people by virtue of social contract. But countries plagued by epidemics found it difficult to contain the diseases without coordinated agreements between national governments and standardized national quarantine measures. The first International Sanitary Conference, held in Paris in 1851, for instance, recognized the necessity of international cooperation in implementing uniform measures with minimal interference to cross-border trade activities. International standards not only harmonize national behavior but also ensure that states can reasonably expect that other states will undertake proportionate quarantine responses. A coordinated response is critical, if not highly desirable, in controlling the international spread of infectious diseases, delivering public assurance, and ensuring minimal interruption of international traffic. An international infectious disease control regime grounded in predictability and certainty, thus, was born.

B. The WHO’s Constitutional Functions

The preamble of the WHO Constitution enshrines a collective aspiration to secure the “enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health” for all. However, since its establishment, the grand vision of the WHO’s founders has become less and less achievable with each passing decade. Consequently, public health practitioners and scholars who are critical of the WHO tend to downplay the normative force of the Preamble.

Upon its establishment, the WHO inherited from the International Health Office in Paris and the Health Section in Geneva—both part of the League of Nations, the predecessor to the United Nations—the cardinal responsibility for the control of international spread of diseases. Article 2 of the WHO Constitution
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outlines a range of the organization’s twenty-two core functions, chief among them is to “stimulate and advance work to eradicate epidemic, endemic and other diseases . . .”93 Article 2(a) provides that the WHO will “act as the directing and co-coordinating authority on international health work.”94 This has been characterized as a cardinal function of the WHO in implementing the goals of the UN Charter regarding health. Article 2(b) further affirms the WHO’s coordinating authority within the UN system, where the organization is tasked “to establish and maintain effective collaboration with the United Nations, specialized agencies, governmental health administrations, professional groups and such organizations as may be deemed appropriate.”95 Article 2(d) provides that the WHO should “furnish appropriate technical assistance and, in emergencies, necessary aid upon the request or acceptance of Governments.”96 Beginning in 1947, the WHO maintained a system of global epidemiological information in accordance with Article 2(f), which mandates that the organization “establish and maintain such administrative and technical services as may be required, including epidemiological and statistic services.”97 The WHO is given extensive power to set international health standards and to ensure their uniformity. Article 2(k), *inter alia*, provides that the WHO will “propose conventions, agreements and regulations, and make recommendations with respect to international health matters and to perform such duties as may be assigned thereby to the Organization and consistent with its objectives.”98

Insofar as the WHO is a technical-oriented agency, special focus is placed on public health research and data collection. Article 2(n) instructs the WHO “to promote and conduct research in the field of health”99 and Article 2(q) further obliges the WHO “to provide information, counsel and assistance in the field of health.”100 Given that the WHO is the largest international health organization, Article 2(u) stipulates that the WHO should “develop, establish and promote international standards with respect to food, biological, pharmaceutical and similar products.”101 Finally, Article 2(v) provides that the WHO should “generally . . . take all necessary action to attain the objective of the Organization.”102 Evidently, the diverse and varied functions of the WHO establish the organization as the leading global
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health agency, uniquely situated to address international public health concerns.

Importantly, the Constitution also provides that the World Health Assembly (WHA) “shall have authority to adopt regulations concerning . . . sanitary and quarantine requirements and other procedures designed to prevent the international spread of disease.”103 The WHA adopted the 2005 IHR and its predecessors under Article 21 by a simple majority.104 Accordingly, legal scholar Allyn Taylor concludes that the WHO’s normative power is a “fairly unique lawmaking device in the international system.”105 The foundational documents of the WHO suggest that the founders intended it to replace the previous public health governance system, which was based on a Westphalian governance system. The extensive power bestowed upon the WHO to adopt conventions and regulations and set health-related standards is central to policy integration and coherence at the international level. Professor Taylor further argues that the WHO’s lawmaking power, when read together with Article 1, confers upon the organization “the legal authority to serve as a platform for . . . agreements that potentially address all aspects of national and global public health, as long as advancing human health is the primary objective.”106 Hence, in the realm of global health security, the WHO’s normative power, along with its almost universal membership, places the organization in a uniquely advantageous position, which many scholars point out the WHO has yet to fully utilize in fulfilling its constitutional mandate.107

On the other hand, legal scholar David Fidler argues that the WHO governance structure that emerged after the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) epidemic exhibited features of a “constitutional outline,”108 which established the WHO as the highest public health authority at the international level. Putting aside this controversial claim for the moment, many scholars and practitioners would agree that the 2014 Ebola outbreak shattered the ambitious vision of the WHO that the founders envisaged.109 While the WHO
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remains a Member State-driven multilateral organization, the political-economic landscape has changed significantly since the WHO’s inception. One critical feature of modern global governance is that it has become polycentric. The WHO now competes with a myriad of powerful, and often better-funded new players. States dissatisfied with the WHO tend to circumvent the agency by funding alternative institutions. This has resulted in the creation of health-related UN organizations such as the UN Children’s Fund, the UN Population Fund, and the UN Development Programme (UNDP).

Beginning in the 1990s, the World Bank also became an influential player in global health through its funding of development projects. Similarly, in the realm of specific disease management, new initiatives such as the UN Joint Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), the Global Alliance on Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI), and the Global Fund to Fight HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (GFATM) have emerged. These initiatives joined existing and new bilateral arrangements, such as the U.S. President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), the UK Department for International Development, and, most recently, the United States launched the Global Health Security Agenda, partly in response to the


WHO’s diminishing influence in global health.\textsuperscript{120} The emergence of new actors and agencies further undermines the WHO’s ability to steer a global health agenda. Well-funded philanthropies also exert considerable influence in steering a global health agenda, most notably, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, which has helped set the governance agenda for global health.\textsuperscript{121}

With the plethora of actors occupying the increasingly crowded global health terrain, investment in global health development aid increased nearly eightfold from 1990–2010, going from $5.7 billion to $26.9 billion.\textsuperscript{122} Yet financially, the WHO did not benefit from the increased global health funding. In fact, since 1993, the WHO’s budget has remained nominal.\textsuperscript{123} Major donors’ unwillingness to increase the WHO’s budget in part reflects a deep concern about the WHO and its diminishing influence in global health. For 2014–2015, the WHO’s budget in infectious disease control was cut by $72 million, forcing the WHO to reduce its personnel in the infectious disease unit.\textsuperscript{124} The WHO’s $3.96 billion annual budget is hardly commensurate with the tasks that the world bestowed upon the agency.\textsuperscript{125} Moreover, with the bulk—77 percent—of the WHO’s budget coming from voluntary contributions of Member States and other donors, earmarked for specific projects, the WHO has little discretion to allocate its budget apace with the global burden of diseases.\textsuperscript{126}
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Amid the wave of dissatisfaction with the WHO from Member States—manifested by the creation of rival institutions and the restriction of the WHO’s operational budget—the agency also suffers from an identity crisis, which further diminishes stakeholders’ confidence in the organization. In response to the universal criticism that the agency was ineffective in handling the Ebola outbreak, Director-General Margaret Chan defended the organization, arguing that the WHO is “a technical agency,” with “governments having first priority to take care of their people.”

While it is true that the WHO does not possess the necessary financial resources to undertake disease surveillance and engage in day-to-day medical activities, it is equally unreasonable to expect the worst-affected states with fragile public health systems to be able to contain EVD without external assistance (as suggested by Director-General Chan during the early response phase). Moreover, from a moral viewpoint, the WHO, as the global public health agency, has a moral, if not legal, responsibility to provide timely assistance to the populations worst affected by an outbreak. In particular, the Director-General has the sole discretion to declare an outbreak a PHEIC under the IHR, which MSF argues would have triggered the international mechanisms necessary for mobilizing resources to contain the spread of EVD. Yet, it would take four and half months after the first confirmed incidence of EVD for Director-General Chan to make the declaration on August 8, 2014. By then the virus had spread to Nigeria, with infected health workers and missionaries returning from West Africa to be hospitalized in their respective home countries, including the United States and Spain.


The WHO’s hesitancy in declaring the 2014 Ebola outbreak a PHEIC, in part, is reactionary to its H1N1 experience, where many critics claimed that the WHO had made its PHEIC declaration prematurely. This experience made the agency extremely cautious in declaring a situation a PHEIC; the WHO is now visibly reluctant to do so unless an almost universal consensus exists. Nonetheless, the WHO’s hesitance to lead meant that MSF—the only prominent international humanitarian aid organization providing medical care and support during the initial phase of the outbreak—was left to care for infected patients in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone without international logistical, human, or medical resources. These countries had just emerged from long periods of civil conflict, and the deep distrust of authority and foreign workers made MSF’s work more difficult.

While the 2014 Ebola outbreak occupied center stage in the recent WHA, this focus did not translate into an increased budget for the WHO. Nonetheless, in an attempt to restore the agency’s credibility and leadership, Director-General Chan announced the creation of a Contingency Fund for Emergencies and medical corps reserve. The WHO estimates that the cost of the Ebola response, preparedness,
health systems rebuilding, and research and development is $350 million. Yet, to date, a funding gap of $171 million (75 percent) remains. Another possible avenue for consolidating substantial international commitment, the G7 Summit, also failed to achieve a concrete commitment, despite the fact that previously the G7 has delivered major public health initiatives—such as the Global Fund to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria in 2002, which forged global health cooperation.

It is worth noting that, during the last two decades, global health security has raised its political prominence in part due to the strategic framings of international infectious disease control as a security as well as a development issue. In 2001, the WHA recognized that “public health is a priority for development and that combating communicable diseases...provides important and immediate opportunities for progress.” This development framing gained considerable political recognition with the international community, and has resulted in significant resource mobilization devoted to the eradication of HIV/AIDS.

Similarly, in the realm of international control of infectious diseases, the security framing has also gained considerable political traction internationally. The WHA emphasizes that “any upsurge in cases of infectious disease in a given country is potentially of concern for the international community.” This approach has helped connect
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global health with the core political interests of states, transformed the
WHO from a technical medical organization into a more politicalized
organization, and, importantly, catalyzed the revision of the IHR. However, legal scholar David P. Fidler warns that the 2014 Ebola outbreak has critically damaged the political, institutional, and legal pillars of this approach in elevating global health in the international political agenda. In Fidler’s view, both the WHO and its Member States are responsible for undermining this strategy for global health security. Specifically, Fidler argues that the WHO’s rejection of the Review Committee’s recommendation on the WHO’s performance in the SARS outbreak, and its decision to cut funding and reduce staff from its surveillance team, significantly undermined its own authority in global health security. While it is true that the WHO’s strategic choice to downplay global health security was, in hindsight, short-sighted, it is also worth emphasizing again that the WHO remains fundamentally a member-driven organization, meaning that the WHO often does not possess the necessary institutional autonomy to make bold political decisions: historically, the WHO has experienced considerable financial cutbacks after making bold decisions that were averse to the interests of strong Member States. This suggests a pressing need to empower the WHO institutionally.

This Article now turns to the IHR—the international legal architecture for infectious disease control—which grounds the discussion on linking the IHR with the PEF, the focus of Part IV.

C. The International Health Regulations

The current infectious disease regime builds from a series of international sanitary conventions and agreements dating from 1851. Beginning in 1948, the WHO initiated a series of revisions and consolidated these agreements into WHO Regulation No. 2—the International Sanitary Regulations (1951 Regulations)—which was later adopted by the Fourth WHA in 1951. The 1951 Regulations underwent a number of revisions as knowledge and control of epidemics evolved. The 1951 Regulations were renamed the “International Health Regulations” in 1969, and focused specifically on
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three infectious diseases: cholera, plague, and yellow fever.\textsuperscript{151} Over time, it became apparent that the IHR was ill-equipped to handle the growing complexity in global health security, which had been accelerated by the increased flow of international travel and trade. Among the shortcomings of the 1969 IHR were its lack of human rights considerations, the scarcity of mechanisms through which the WHO could collaborate with affected countries in identifying the sources of outbreak, and the lack of legal framework for the WHO to make disease control recommendations.\textsuperscript{152}

In 1995, in the wake of plague and EVD in the Democratic Republic of Congo, the WHA passed a resolution to revise and update the IHR. However, it was not until 2003, with the emergence of the SARS epidemic in China, that the revision of IHR began in earnest.\textsuperscript{153} Two years later, on May 23, 2005, the WHA adopted the substantively revised IHR (2005 IHR), which entered into force on June 15, 2007.\textsuperscript{154}

The key purpose of the 2005 IHR is “to prevent, protect against, control and provide a public health response to the international spread of disease in ways that are commensurate with and restricted to public health risks, and which avoid unnecessary interference with international traffic and trade.”\textsuperscript{155} The 2005 IHR recognizes that a global health emergency necessitates an international coordinated response. Significantly, the WHA adopted the IHR under Article 21 of the WHO Constitution, meaning that all Member States are bound by the IHR unless they expressly announced a reservation to them. The binding nature of Article 21 is unique among international institutions with international lawmaking authority.\textsuperscript{156} The 2005 IHR provides a global legal architecture for coordinated and proportionate responses to significant emerging disease threats to global health security. Importantly, the 2005 IHR reaffirms the importance of prevention—a core public health value—and embeds the public health norms into the international health regime. Equally important, the 2005 IHR establishes the WHO as the directing and coordinating authority on
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international health within the UN system and recognizes health as a human right.157

The WHA adopted the 2005 IHR with three key updates. First, instead of limiting it to specific diseases, the 2005 IHR expands the scope of coverage. Under the new IHR, countries are required to notify the WHO of “events that may constitute a public health emergency of international concern.”158 Annex 2 of the IHR provides an algorithm for the concerned State Party to assess whether an event may constitute an international public health emergency and procedures for notifying the WHO accordingly.159 The algorithm includes a risk assessment of public health impact, the risk to human health, the risk of international spread of disease, and the risk of interference with international traffic.160

Second, the 2005 IHR encourages non-state actors to submit outbreak reports. Article 9 permits the WHO to consider such reports in accordance with established scientific principles and disclose the information to the relevant State Party, although the WHO may retain the confidentiality of the source if it is duly justified.161 Third, in determining whether an event constitutes an international public health risk, Article 12 provides that the Director-General of the WHO, in consultation with the State Party concerned, shall make the primary determination of a health emergency of international concern.162 Article 12 further provides a list of criteria the Director-General shall consider in the initial assessment: information provided by the State Party, the advice of the Emergency Committee, scientific principles, and assessments of the risk to human health, the risk of international spread of disease, and the risk of interference with international traffic. The 2005 IHR requires the Director-General to convene a special IHR Emergency Committee to recommend appropriate temporary measures.163

The 2009 H1N1 pandemic Influenza A marked the first major test of the 2005 IHR, which has since seen an improvement in transparency in the WHO’s PHEIC decision-making.164 Based on the recommendation of the WHO Review Committee on the Functioning of the 2015 International Health Regulations in relation to the 2009
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H1N1 pandemic, which was adopted by the WHO’s Member States at the sixty-fourth WHA, the WHO has since disclosed the identity and relevant background in its subsequent appointments of an Emergency Committee. The 2014 Ebola outbreak again tested the IHR, and the widely recognized WHO leadership failure might provide the necessary political momentum to remedy the structural weaknesses of the IHR. There are three notable structural shortcomings related to the WHO, the global health regime, and the IHR, respectively.

First, the WHO has dual, and sometimes competing, missions: the organization acts both as a moral voice for global health as well as an agent for Member States. This potential conflict of interest of the WHO has rendered much of the organization dysfunctional, particularly in instances when the WHO’s moral aspirations are at odds with Member States’ interests. Member States dissatisfied with the WHO can refuse to cooperate with the organization or express their discontent through budget cuts. As a member-driven organization, the WHO’s scientific and technical aspirations for global health remain conditioned by the approvals, needs, and preferences of its Member States, which often do not align with global disease burdens. Since 2011, the WHO’s budget has been cut by a half-billion dollars, resulting in a loss of three hundred WHO headquarter jobs, where its emergency unit lost nearly two-thirds of its staff, and the Regional Office for Africa lost nine out of twelve emergency staff members.

Moreover, of the WHO’s 2014–2015 budget of $3.997 billion, only 23 percent ($930 million) came from mandatory dues, with the remaining 77 percent coming from voluntary contributions, which are typically earmarked for specific projects. As a consequence of the funding allocation, the WHO 2014–2015 budget devoted less than $4

169. Additionally, the WHO has a three-tier structure: each country reports to a regional office where the head of the regional office is elected directly and funded partially by the countries in the region. The WHO Afro regional office therefore is dependent on Africa’s ministers of health, instead of possessing full governance autonomy. Sarach Boseley, Ebola is All But Over, But the Postmortem is Just Getting Started, GUARDIAN (Sept. 30, 2015), http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/sep/30/ebola-inquest-united-nations-world-health-organisation [https://perma.cc/L2LV-6AST] (archived Sept. 19, 2016).
billion to epidemic preparedness, evidently incommensurate with its worldwide responsibility.\(^\text{171}\) Although in recent years the number of voluntary contributions has increased considerably, the WHO estimates that, in order for the organization to function at its intended capacity, mandatory contribution must exceed more than 30 percent of its total budget.\(^\text{172}\) This is because, unlike voluntary contribution, mandatory dues are a reliable funding source and afford the WHO the flexibility to respond rapidly to unforeseen events such as the Ebola outbreak. Accordingly, the WHO proposed a 5 percent increase in its mandatory contribution at the recent WHA, but it was rejected, meaning that the WHO will operate within the same budget it has had for the past eight years.\(^\text{173}\) As a side note, it is also worth pointing out that, during the 2014 Ebola outbreak, the WHO was also consulted about the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus.\(^\text{174}\) These concurrent demands on the WHO spread the already scarce human resources even thinner. It is therefore unrealistic to expect the WHO to be able to fulfill its constitutional mandate because it does not have sufficient financial resources. In the face of resource and financial constraints, the WHO must have a clear vision of its role in global health: for example, providing technical assistance, supporting ground-level response, or setting global norms.

Second, disparity exists across countries' core capability in containing infectious diseases. Articles 5 and 13 require State Parties to develop minimal “core public health capacities” by 2012, with a possibility of extension until 2016.\(^\text{175}\) However, as of 2011, only a third of State Parties to the IHR (74 out of 194 countries) had developed
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national plans to meet core capacity requirements. An independent Review Committee warned presciently, after reviewing the WHO’s performance in the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic, that “the world is ill-prepared to respond . . . to a global, sustained and threatening public health emergency.” Despite the Review Committee’s warning, the WHO did not adopt the Committee’s recommendations, even though concerns about global health security features prominently in the WHO’s governance reform, which began in 2010. The full implementation of the IHR, the Review Committee urged, is central in securing the shared goal of global health security. While the IHR has limited enforcement mechanisms, the Review Committee pointed out that, within WHO’s mandate, the organization could mobilize appropriate agencies and organizations to help provide technical assistance to interested countries and make a business case for investment. However, in part because of the WHO’s fiscal difficulties, the WHA rejected the Review Committee’s proposals for strengthening the IHR. Instead, the WHO turned its attention to more politically palatable problems such as universal healthcare and non-communicable diseases. The WHO’s strategic choice to
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downplay the importance of global health security is partly intertwined with its survival strategy in a crowded global health landscape and partly relates to the WHO’s timidity in voicing its concerns with public health issues that are inherently political. A considerable body of literature discusses ways in which a country’s core capability can be improved, which is relevant to the discussion, but beyond the scope of this Article.

Third, and perhaps most importantly, the IHR lacks enforcement mechanisms. The absence of IHR enforcement mechanisms fundamentally undermines the overall effectiveness of the IHR. Arguably, routine violations of the IHR occur principally because noncompliance does not result in legal sanctions and states often do not incur high political costs for their noncompliance. This is not, however, to overlook the variety of circumstances and factors—lack of health capacities, poverty, and fear of severe economic, political, and social repercussions from notifying the WHO—underpinning the widespread noncompliance. In the aggregate, noncompliance undermines the overall effectiveness of the IHR and puts global health security at risk.

In the absence of enforceable legal sanctions, states have little incentive to comply with the IHR. One of the most noticeable, and often deliberate violations concerns the implementation of precautionary cross-border control measures that exceed the WHO’s recommendation. While the IHR permits a sovereign state to implement additional measures beyond the temporary recommendation issued by the WHO, Article 43 requires the concerned State Party to disclose its public health rationales and relevant scientific information to the WHO within three months after the implementation. In theory, this disclosure provision should function as a disincentive, deterring State Parties from taking measures that would significantly interfere with international travel and traffic. In addition, the provision ensures that health and aid workers can travel to the affected countries without unnecessary travel restrictions and prevents stigmatization of the affected countries.

In practice, the WHO has little power to compel Member States to voluntarily disclose the information that prompted them to implement additional measures in the first place. While it is true that the WHO can publicly shame the violating states, this has proven to be of limited impact. During the 2014 Ebola outbreak, for instance, more than forty countries implemented additional measures without providing scientific justification to the WHO. In addition to the stigmatization
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faced by affected countries, excessive, and often unjustified measures can also impede international travel and delay international response significantly: a travel ban prevented affected African countries from receiving necessary personnel and supplies during the peak of the Ebola outbreak.\textsuperscript{184} Canada and Australia, for instance, imposed a near blanket travel restriction on entry for residents from Ebola’s West African epicenter against the WHO’s recommendation, which put additional pressure on the worst-affected countries already crippled by the outbreak.\textsuperscript{185} The WHO has since called for Canada and Australia to disclose their public health rationales as provided in the IHR, but both countries have yet to comply.\textsuperscript{186}

One common way to understand State Parties’ deliberate violation of the IHR is through a cost-benefit analysis, which is frequently used as a framework by political scientists to understand state behavior, particularly by those belonging to the rationalist school. Briefly, rationalists argue that states weigh the costs of noncompliance against the benefits of compliance. Such a rationalistic calculation means that states will put their self-interest first, above all else. Eminent jurist Louis Henkin famously observed that “nations will comply with international law only if it is in their interest to do so; they will disregard law or obligation if the advantages of violation outweigh the advantages of observance.”\textsuperscript{187} Thus, in the context of international infectious diseases control, a state that takes an excessive protective measure may boost its domestic confidence because the government is seen as protecting the public’s health and welfare—political capital highly treasured by state governments; however, the WHO’s public denouncement of the government’s excessive, and often arbitrary, measure tends to have little, if any, political cost for the violating state. The benefits of noncompliance therefore outweigh the benefits of compliance, and explain why many states routinely violate the IHR. Arguably, without enforceable legal sanctions, states will likely
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continue to violate the IHR. It should also be noted that the calculation
of national interests is highly complex, and rarely a straightforward
process.

Admittedly, not all IHR noncompliance occurs as a product
of states’ careful political calculus. Under the IHR, State Parties are
required to report their IHR implementation progress, but the
reporting requirement is widely ignored, notably by Guinea, Liberia,
and Sierra Leone.\textsuperscript{188} Lack of health capacity largely explains the weak
compliance rate among these countries, where their fragile public
health infrastructures are the result of decades of civil wars, structural
adjustment politics, and postwar foreign aids.\textsuperscript{189} In fact, Guinea,
Liberia, and Sierra Leone cited the lack of health capacities as the key
reason for their IHR noncompliance. Part IV takes up this discussion
again, arguing that, in crafting the varying types of incentives and
their corresponding legal consequences, a distinction must be made
between a state’s willingness versus a state’s capability to comply with
the IHR. The former should result in material legal consequences
whereas the latter should not.

The recent devastation in West Africa has also resulted in a surge
of financial pledging from countries and multilateral agencies for post-
Ebola recovery. The Obama administration, for instance, announced a
$5.4 billion fund to combat Ebola in West Africa.\textsuperscript{190} As of May 2015,
World Bank Group has mobilized $1.62 billion for financing post-Ebola
recovery efforts in the countries most affected by Ebola.\textsuperscript{191} Likewise,
the WHO announced at the WHA the creation of a $228 million
contingency fund, aimed at financing its newly established health
emergency program.\textsuperscript{192} However, serious doubts remain as to the
sustainability of these efforts. Indeed, Dr. Bruce Aylward, the WHO
Assistant Director-General in charge of the Ebola operational
response, warned that the biggest challenge to EVD eradication is not
complacency among the countries, but rather the funding gap.\textsuperscript{193} Dr.
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Aylward’s concern is not without grounds; the WHO’s contingency fund will be financed by flexible, voluntary contributions, most likely to be formalized as public-private partnerships. In other realms of international voluntary financing, such as climate change, sustainable funding also remains a persistent issue. In addition to the unpredictability of funding sources, a real danger exists as the WHO has to compete for funds when the world turns its attention to other, equally important global commitments—for instance, climate change or the Sustainable Development Goals—in a financially parsimonious world.

The remainder of this Article focuses on two fundamental weaknesses of the international infectious disease regime, namely, the weak, or almost non-existent, financing and enforcement mechanisms. This brings an additional insight to the widely discussed WHO governance reform, which is commonly seen as a remedy to the dysfunctional international infectious disease control regime. While it is true that WHO governance reform is much needed, it is also important to look for ways to enhance and foster cooperation in the international infectious disease regime. Accordingly, the Article draws attention to the possible informal institutional linkage between the WHO and the World Bank as a source for building a synergistic relationship between these two organizations. Specifically, it focuses on strengthening the effectiveness of the IHR vis-à-vis informal linkage with the PEF, where the financial clout of the World Bank would give the WHO quasi-enforcement power over IHR noncompliance.

As stated above, states will only cooperate if such cooperation furthers their self-interests, according to the rationalist. The rationalist viewpoint may help explain why the 2005 IHR lacks real, actually enforceable mechanisms by design. In an instance of dispute over a treaty application, for example, the IHR favors a conciliatory approach. Article 56 provides that “[i]n the event of a dispute between two or more States Parties concerning the interpretation or application of these Regulations, the States Parties concerned shall seek... to settle the dispute through negotiation or any other peaceful
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means . . . .”\(^{198}\) To date, no dispute between State Parties has been documented. While coordination in international infectious disease control is highly desirable, even necessary, sovereign states remain reluctant to agree to enforceable legal obligations. Nonetheless, states need a regime that requires minimal international cooperation and ensures predictability in disease response, particularly when the uncontrolled international spread of infectious diseases can threaten an individual state’s national security. The binding nature of the IHR affords its signatories some general levels of predictability without specific obligations. For instance, the IHR institutionalizes the practice of information sharing, which is critical in international infectious disease surveillance. The participating states, at least in theory, are collectively better off than they would be in the absence of the IHR because they have access to information that otherwise would be difficult to obtain.

Yet the IHR’s lack of enforceable obligations hinders the global progress of international health security in two important and related ways. First, the IHR relies on State Parties to self-report on their implementation progress regarding disease surveillance, diagnosis, and core capability.\(^{199}\) No external funding is available to assist failed or failing states in implementing their core IHR requirements. Absent this financial assistance, the situations in failed or failing states will remain unchanged, if not worsen. Moreover, since there is no external verification of a country’s implementation progress, self-reporting is the only official source for assessing IHR implementation progress worldwide. This IHR implementation gap puts global health security in significant jeopardy.

Second, and relatedly, while the WHO Constitution provides that, upon request, the WHO should assist governments in strengthening their health services and facilitate the UN’s provision of health services, in practice, failed states often require more than technical assistance; they typically have non-functioning public health systems. The 2014 Ebola outbreak again demonstrated the urgency of remediying the decimated public health systems found in failed or failing states, principally through sustained international financing. Poor public health systems put international health security at risk; the global defense against contagions is only as strong as its weakest link. Although, since the peak of the Ebola outbreak, countries and multilateral agencies have pledged financial commitments to support West Africa, the devil is in the details; namely, these efforts remain voluntary, meaning that they are not enforceable obligations. States have welcomed the WHO’s proposal of the emergency medical reserve at the WHA, and the initiative was promoted by Chancellor Merkel at
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the G7 meeting in Germany, but no concrete measures were decided by the end of the summit.290

III. INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND THE GLOBAL GOVERNANCE OF HEALTH

Instead of analyzing the 2014 Ebola outbreak as partly a function of the WHO’s institutional and governance failures, the Article now broadens the discussion and situates the debate in the context of the global governance for health. Admittedly, confluences of historical factors—civil wars, colonialism, and slave trade—have lingering effects on the fragile health systems found in West Africa. Since the Article is interested in promoting international cooperation in the realm of the global health security vis-à-vis international organizations, this Part focuses the International Financial Institution’s (IFI) structural adjustment policies (SAPs) in particular, and foreign aid in general. In so doing, this Part highlights the need to embed public health norms in an international system and the need to re-establish the WHO’s leadership in the realm of global health. The discussion here does not, by any means, suggest that past IFI practices are indicative of its future role in global health. Rather, the discussion here highlights that economic development remains the primary goal that guides the IFI’s development projects, which, at times, can be in conflict with public health. The discussion also underscores a normative need for the WHO to voice moral concerns on behalf of the world’s most vulnerable populations, as mandated in its Constitution.

The involvement of the IFI in failed or failing states’ health systems is well documented.291 The World Bank’s poverty alleviation mission often overlaps with the WHO’s public health mandate. The World Bank’s involvement in the economic and social developments in countries receiving support often has concomitant effects on the


population’s health.202 Beginning in the 1990s, the World Bank’s involvement in health projects also increased substantively, as it was increasingly recognized that health is integral to an individual’s and a country’s economic productivity. Yet the IFI’s policy prescriptions for improving health and wellbeing in the recipient country remain grounded in neoliberalism: competitive markets are viewed as a crucial component of a functional healthcare system.203 Many scholars and practitioners thus credited the World Bank’s neoliberal agenda as a key contributor underlying the fragile health systems found in West Africa.204 Despite the IFI’s historical role in failed states’ health systems, some scholars remain optimistic about the potential role of the IFI in shaping global health. Political philosopher Jennifer Prah Ruger, for instance, argues that the World Bank, with its enviable financial clout, can help establish good governance in health sectors at the country level.205

From a development perspective, good health is essential for economic productivity.206 Prompted in part by the escalating health care costs globally, the World Bank began to incorporate health into its development paradigm beginning in the 1990s. The 1993 World Development Report, Investing in Health, helped inaugurate a market-based view of health systems.207 The World Development Report identifies four key underlying factors that explain the rising health care cost worldwide: misallocation of funds to less cost-effective intervention, inappropriate deployment of medical staff and resources, inequity in access to basic health care, and the disproportionate cost of healthcare compared to income growth.208 The World Bank’s policy prescription focused chiefly on improving health indicators through a three-pronged approach: educating girls and empowering women,
focusing on cost-effective public health services, and, most
controversially, promoting “greater diversity and competition in the
financing and delivering of health services.”

The 1993 World Development Report soon became the blueprint for the World Bank’s
health projects. Unlike the WHO, the World Bank enjoyed considerable
financial leverage from its lending practices with recipients, and it
extended the World Bank’s reach beyond the economic sphere. Some
scholars go further and argue that the World Bank, with its enviable
financial clout, has replaced the WHO as the lead agency in health,
sidelifing the WHO to technical support in health matters.

It is worth noting that while, in general, health outcomes (such as
life expectancy and infant mortality rates in developing countries) have
improved considerably since the World Bank’s involvement in the
health sector, the extent to which the improved health outcomes can
be attributed to the World Bank’s projects remains highly disputed: the
World Bank in fact conceded that it is difficult to gauge the success of
its advice and investment programs in improving health outcomes
because of the difficulties in qualifying it.

A considerable body of
literature suggests that the World Bank’s involvement in health and
economic projects in Africa contributed to the diminishing role of the
state as the primary provider of healthcare and other basic social
welfare. The waning role of the state in the realm of welfare provision
in part explained the slow containment of the 2014 Ebola outbreak.
Opponents of the IFI’s neoliberal agenda have long warned that the
market-oriented policies are often ill-equipped to accommodate social
welfare concerns.

Notably, much of the 1993 World Development Report’s policy
recommendation echoes the World Bank’s now famous study of Sub-
the inefficient use of government resources as a key cause of the poor
economic performance in Africa. In broad strokes, the Berg Report
recommends reducing public expenditure on social welfare to remedy
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poor economic performance in Africa, and the IFI embraced the neoliberal ideology that underlies the Berg Report wholeheartedly; IFI loans were conditioned on commitments of its recipients to market-based reform.\textsuperscript{214} This loaning practice was grounded in an unyielding faith in the market, which was perceived as an effective engine for coordinating individual needs and societal interests, in keeping with the IFI's neoliberal development paradigm.\textsuperscript{215}

Consequently, the IFI's lending practices have resulted in diminishing healthcare spending in recipient states—as recipient states embraced neoliberal economic policies, hospitals and healthcare job opportunities became fewer, and healthcare quality and the qualified healthcare workforce also decreased considerably.\textsuperscript{216} The dramatic reduction in social welfare spending has reversed much of the health progress achieved in recipient countries over the last five decades.\textsuperscript{217} A waning healthcare infrastructure also has spillover health and security implications because it creates a gap in global health security.\textsuperscript{218}

Incidentally, as the SAPs became increasingly pervasive in countries in Africa during the 1980s and early 1990s, the role of local faith-based organizations, international nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and humanitarian networks also became more prominent, if not critical, in providing social services.\textsuperscript{219} The waning role of the government in providing basic social services in the two decades since the SAPs were implemented created a space for NGOs to overtake the welfare function that was previously the exclusive domain of the government. The shifting roles between the state and the non-
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state actors proved to be problematic, at least in terms of coordination, as was evident in the 2014 Ebola crisis.

However, beginning in the 1990s, health began to gain considerable political traction in the international development discourse; this discourse resulted in an unprecedented number of global health initiatives, programs, organizations, and actors in the global health landscape. Most commonly, these new initiatives tended to focus on specific interventions or practices—for example, the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, Global Alliance on Vaccines and Immunization, and The Vaccine Alliance. This diversity of global health actors, issues, and activities reflected the growing political interest in improving health, but the uncoordinated, and often ad hoc initiatives also produced an incoherent legal order, resulting in uncertainty about the normative principles that guide global health.

As a legacy of SAPs, nongovernment actors and international aid organizations—MSF being most prominent—became the primary providers of health care. As these aid organizations tend to focus on specific disease prevention, this incidentally overshadowed the need for horizontal integration of health services at national level. Likewise, because local and international NGOs tend to focus on vertical programs, targeting specific diseases and population groups, this further diminished the need for developing comprehensive public health systems and surveillance at national and regional levels. While the involvement of NGOs in the realm of disease prevention is welcome, local and international NGOs have different functions, aspirations, capabilities, and emphases, which create a fragmented healthcare landscape.

The increased influence of the IFI and the multiplicity of new actors in the realm of global health contribute to what scholars commonly term “fragmentation” and “duplication.” The WHO now operates in a competitive environment where international and local actors, at times, compete against each other: recipient states now partner with international agencies based on what best matches their preferences. This phenomenon of fragmentation is not isolated to the realm of global health. Scholars also observe that the international climate change governance exhibits a similarly
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fragmented characteristic. Although, some scholars argue that fragmentation is not necessarily a bad thing because fragmentation can catalyze competition and collaboration within the global health sector and foster organizational learning within international institutions. But, beyond the theoretical implications, fragmentation in global health security governance has resulted in real, negative consequences: the proliferation of actors and the web of agencies and programs, for instance, has reduced the efficiency of health services, and poor coordination among partners and ministries has led to a funding misalignment between national strategies and partners’ missions. Fragmentation is also costly because it imposes high transaction costs that consume health ministry resources. In this regard, the ensuing discussion focuses on the informal institutional linkage between the WHO and the World Bank as a means of alleviating institutional fragmentation in the governance of global health security.

Again, it should be noted that the historical involvement of the IFI in the realm of global health by no means should be taken as an indicator of its future role in global health. Yet it is also worth reiterating that economic development remains a key aspiration and driver underpinning IFI projects. The World Bank’s involvement in developing fields implies that public health interests are often secondary, if not subordinate, to economic development. Nonetheless, the IFI’s financial expertise and its enviable position in leveraging states to comply with its standards suggest that the IFI could play a valuable and complementary role to that of the WHO in the realm of global health security. Specifically, the IFI’s enviable financial clout could be used as a leverage to enhance the IHR compliance rate, producing a synergy between the two historical rivalries and aligning the IFI’s new financial initiatives with the WHO’s normative goals in health. Part IV takes up this discussion below.

IV. THE PANDEMIC EMERGENCY FACILITY AND THE LINKAGE WITH THE IHR

Turning to the proposal of informally linking the IHR and the PEF, this Part first describes the PEF currently under development and then demonstrates how the IHR—the existing legal architecture
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for global health security—can provide a ready avenue for the proposed institutional linkage. The discussion herein shows that the linkage would (at least in theory) strengthen the effectiveness of the IHR in reference to compliance and enforcement literatures in international law and international relations. The proposal, in broad strokes, attempts to expand the current legal regime to one that includes innovative financing mechanisms, aiming to foster cooperation in the realm of international infectious disease control. The proposal also aims to align the World Bank’s global financing mechanisms, currently under development, with the normative goals of the WHO vis-à-vis the IHR-PEF linkage. Specifically, the proposal focuses on the parametric trigger of the PEF, which should be determined by the Director-General of the WHO, in consultation with the World Bank and the relevant stakeholders.

A. The Pandemic Emergency Facility

Prompted in part by the WHO’s leadership failure during the 2014 Ebola outbreak, Dr. Jim Yong Kim, President of the World Bank, announced that the PEF would finance the response to pandemic emergencies, covering a range of response activities such as rapid deployment of global health corps, medical equipment, pharmaceuticals, diagnostic supplies, logistics and food supplies, and coordination and communication.226 The PEF would not be extended to pandemic preparedness or reconstruction, which would be financed through existing channels, domestic resources, and bilateral development assistance.227 The PEF would draw upon the World Bank’s financing expertise, and it would build on existing World Bank financing instruments designed for providing immediate financing following a natural disaster. Two market-based mechanisms are under consideration as the funding source for the PEF: private insurance schemes and voluntary public funding.228 The former would rely on the World Bank purchasing insurance coverage from the private sector to cover risks associated with the outbreak. In contrast, the latter would rely on long-term donor pledges, which are disbursed when necessary to contain the outbreak. The fact that, in the past, donor pledges have not been sustainable strongly suggests that private insurance mechanisms might be the preferable option.

Beyond developing insurance against pandemic threats, the World Bank also points out that private sector participation will be essential in ensuring that pandemic responses are effective and timely.

---
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Potential roles of the private sector include healthcare worker training and coordinating humanitarian response to crises. The World Bank points out that the PEF would also create an incentive for countries to be better prepared for pandemics: states are required to develop a disaster risk management plan as a prerequisite for eligibility.\textsuperscript{229} According to the World Bank, such incentive is particularly welcoming in light of the fact that the majority of IHR signatories have not implemented the core capability requirement.

B. The Proposal: Informal IHR-PEF Linkage

Currently, the parametric activation criteria for releasing PEF funds to support rapid and effective response during the early phase of an international public health emergency are under discussion.\textsuperscript{230} The parametric trigger is likely to be based on public and observable data, verified by the World Bank.\textsuperscript{231} The proposal, outlined below, argues that the verification should be made by the WHO Director-General instead. Specifically, the verification made by the WHO Director-General would be in keeping with Annex 2 of the IHR, and in consultation with the relevant states. The informal linkage of IHR-PEF could embed the potentially synergistic relationship between the WHO and the World Bank, building on the normative functions of the WHO and harnessing the financial expertise of the World Bank.

Crucially, the IHR provides a ready avenue for institutional collaboration between the World Bank and the WHO. Article 11 of the IHR, for instance, provides the legal authority for the WHO to share with relevant intergovernmental organizations the information provided by State Parties for “verification, assessment and assistance purposes” before it formally declares a PHEIC.\textsuperscript{232} Article 11 creates an informal channel of communication for the WHO to alert the World Bank about the emerging health crisis without the need for a PHEIC. Such flexibility provides a platform for the WHO Director-General to consult with the World Bank and the relevant stakeholders, including aid organizations such as MSF, on the emerging health crisis. MSF pointed out that, had the WHO given greater weight to MSF’s consistent pleas for a strong international response during the early phase of the 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa, the catastrophic loss of human life could have been averted.\textsuperscript{233} The lack of a communicative
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platform between the ground organizations and the WHO could be remedied by the informal channel that would be established through the IHR-PEF linkage. The linkage would establish an inclusive participation that extends to non-state actors currently excluded from the WHO governance model. Broadening participation would also shift the decision-making process away from the current technocratic, state-centric process that many scholars and practitioners have criticized as undemocratic.  

While the WHO Director-General would have the final say in determining whether the parametric trigger to release the PEF funds has been met, requiring the Director-General to consult with the relevant stakeholders before making the call could improve the quality of decision-making and ensure that the decision made at the international level better reflects the situation on the ground. Importantly, allocating the final decision-making to the WHO Director-General reaffirms the normative role of the agency in the international infectious disease control regime. The Ebola Interim Assessment Panel agrees: “[The] WHO should play a central role in the risk assessments that would trigger such payments so that the economic impacts of health crises could be mitigated.” Thus, the linkage would engender better-informed decisions, in addition to enhancing the transparency and accountability of both the WHO and the World Bank.

C. International Infectious Disease Control and Risk Governance

According to the World Bank, the PEF would function principally as an insurance mechanism because the World Bank would purchase insurance coverage from the private sector on behalf of developing countries to cover costs related to disease outbreak response. Funds would be disbursed to eligible states via the World Bank to finance critical containment measures. In principle, an insurance system functions as a mechanism for pooling and transferring the financial risks of adverse events and builds societal resilience through formal institutions. The idea of pre-financed sovereign risks in large-scale disasters through an established insurance mechanism is not new.

---

The climate change regime, for instance, pools the financial risks associated with climate change at a regional level through the Caribbean Catastrophe Risk Insurance Facility.\textsuperscript{238} Similar programs, such as Mexico’s MultiCat, which provides coverage for earthquakes and hurricanes, and African Risk Capacity, which covers the financial risks associated with drought, have all achieved documented success.\textsuperscript{239}

Currently, two financial mechanisms are under consideration as a funding source for the PEP: private insurance schemes and voluntary public funding. As mentioned above, public funding is at significant risk of donor fatigue. This strongly suggests that the insurance premium should be funded primarily by a private insurance scheme to ensure long-term sustainability. States that have violated the IHR could also be required to contribute to the insurance premium. For instance, states that have implemented measures additional to the WHO recommendation, and have failed to disclose the public health rationales underlying their actions, could be required to contribute to the insurance premium with a pre-agreed penalty. This mandatory contribution would function as a deterrent for the penalized behavior because material consequences would flow from the IHR violation. This would, at least in theory, function as a signal that would dispel or curb certain unwanted behavior, discouraging potential violation of the IHR.

Likewise, encouraging states to adhere to the IHR through disincentives would mitigate the inherent power asymmetry among state parties that puts weak states at significant disadvantage, as weak states often have lack the necessary financial resources to pursue legal remedy in holding strong states accountable. To that end, weak states may perceive the regime as unfair, which diminishes their willingness to participate in that regime. Thus, from a practical viewpoint, leveling the playing field is also likely to foster a cooperative international infectious disease regime. More importantly, from a


global justice perspective, leveling the playing field is a morally worthy goal.

In the case of mandatory contribution as a material consequence of an Article 43 violation, the economic disincentive would clearly level the playing field between strong and weak states. Similarly, introducing mandatory contribution would remove the structural disincentives that affected states would otherwise have to report a suspected outbreak within their border. The Ebola Interim Assessment Panel agrees: “incentives are needed to encourage notification of health threats.” In sum, requiring violating states to contribute to the PEF insurance premium may move the IHR beyond the moral rhetoric of the international community, narrow the inherent asymmetric power structure between strong and weak states, and avoid unfairly penalizing weak states for disclosing outbreaks within their border.

The above argument is also consistent with political scientist Alexander Thompson’s view on enforcement: he argues that the enforcement of legal rules must be managed by international organizations. Thompson’s “managing enforcement” model concerns the way in which violations are approached horizontally across different institutions. In the ozone regime, for instance, state parties that failed to develop a “compliance plan” in accordance with the Montreal Protocol were disqualified from receiving funding from the Global Environment Facility. In a similar way, the proposed institutional linkage between the IHR and the PEF is not a far-reaching idea. However, instead of punishing states for failing to implement public health preparedness, as measured against the benchmarks set by the IHR (currently being discussed), this Article proposes that the level of premiums should be linked to deliberate, intentional violations of the IHR, such as Article 43 violations; these enforceable sanctions would empower the WHO and strengthen the international infectious disease control regime.

Thus, in principle, violation of the IHR would result in material legal consequences. However, exceptions should be made when states are unable to comply with the IHR through no fault of their own. For instance, failing or failed states’ inability to implement core IHR capability because of poverty or lack of health capacity should be exempt from sanction. Otherwise, weak states would incur a disproportionate and unfair burden. Additionally, punishing weak states for their inherently weak public health infrastructure would
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further diminish their willingness to participate in the regime. It is worth emphasizing that the ability to implement the core IHR requirements differs markedly from the willingness to comply with the IHR. The latter concerns deliberate, intentional violation of the IHR, which is often driven by the economics of self-interest and at odds with the cooperative aspirations of the IHR. In contrast, the inability to comply with the IHR is often driven by multiple complex structural factors, namely lack of financial resources, unstable political structure, or civil war.

Likewise, linking the IHR with the PEF would engender a thicker form of cooperation and arguably help structuring states’ interests differently. Legal scholar Joel Trachtman observes that “international law form[s] a mechanism by which the domestic politics of different states may be linked, modifying the otherwise applicable political equilibrium in different states.”242 The informal linkage could create a thicker form of international cooperation by weaving the domestic politics of different states together. Admittedly, different states often have different reasons for their noncompliance; however, because the informal linkage would also increase the frequency and intensity of repeated interactions among states, it is possible that these repeated interactions would shape states’ domestic interests in turn. This thicker form of cooperation is also facilitative of perpetuating the regime, which was created purposely to foster cooperation. Political scientist Robert Keohane argues that states obey regime rules because regimes are difficult to create and replace, and it is therefore in states’ long-term interests to avoid noncompliance.243 In this context, the proposed economic disincentives would function as a signal that the IHR is worth defending, and that the regime is worth maintaining.

Alternatively, the mandatory contribution could be perceived as a small disincentive for defection. Legal scholar Andrew T. Guzman’s rationalist model of compliance suggests that states cooperate when the importance of a compliance decision is perceived as minor.244 Professor Guzman explains that international law encourages cooperation if “its obligations are structured to reduce the importance of each compliance decision. For example, an arms treaty by itself may have little success, but a treaty that provides for periodic inspections by a neutral third party may stand a greater chance of achieving the goal of arms control.”245 Simply put, states comply with a treaty when
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the sovereignty cost is perceived as minimal. By extension, mandating that violating states contribute to the insurance premium pool also imposes a minimal sovereignty cost on participating states.

Another way to look at structuring disincentives to increase compliance is by examining the impact of sanctions. In theory, the threat of sanctions compels compliance. Legal scholars Oona Hathaway and Scott Shapiro argue that sanctions need not be a threat or an exercise of violence; rather, a threat of exclusion can encourage states to comply with international law.\(^{246}\) Likewise, legal scholar Lawrence Gostin maintains that an effective global health regime should include sanctions such as suspension of eligibility for WHO Executive Board membership or other WHO rights.\(^{247}\) In this context, sanctions signal to other states that noncompliance is politically costly and will result in the suspension of privileges otherwise enjoyed by the violating state.

Additionally, sanctions can act as leverage against the strategic holdouts by strong states from international cooperation. Absent the threat of sanctions, some scholars argue, strong states often lack incentive to cooperate in the international infectious disease regime, despite the fact that infectious diseases penetrate national borders easily. Strong states tend to possess sufficient public health capability to protect their population from the international spread of infectious diseases and can elect to enact strong border control measures such as blanket travel restrictions or compulsory quarantine measures with little fear of retaliation. The latter is not only disruptive to international travel and traffic, but also puts weak states at a considerable disadvantage because they often cannot challenge strong states’ unilateral decisions. In this context, an increased insurance premium can discourage that unwanted behavior. By extension, for states, the prospect of contributing to the PEF insurance premium can be akin to the threat of sanctions, which many scholars argue is effective in achieving a desirable outcome at the international level.\(^{248}\)

Admittedly, this Article’s proposal is bold and faces a number of challenges. First and foremost, because the proposal would create a legally enforceable obligation, political resistance from Member States is likely. Nonetheless, in other legal regimes, states have agreed to enforceable sanctions even at the expense of sovereignty, one notable example being the WTO regime.\(^{249}\) Hence, including some form of
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enforceable obligation in the international infectious disease control regime is not a far-reaching idea. In fact, the Scandinavian states expressed support for sanctions against states that fail to meet the core requirements of the IHR during the sixty-eighth WHA.250

Here, it is useful to conceptually separate three closely related, but distinguishable terms: “penalty,” “sanction,” and “financial disincentive.” These terms exist in a spectrum ranging from coercion to persuasion. For the purposes of this Article, “penalty” is defined as a punishment for violating an agreed upon rule. In contrast, “sanction” is an act with the intention to induce compliance through a threat. Finally, “financial disincentive” is understood as a factor that discourages a Member State from taking certain action.

Arguably, mandating that violating states contribute to the insurance premium differs significantly from that of coercing states to comply with the IHR through sanctions. Mandatory contribution is neither punitive nor coercive in nature. Instead, mandatory contribution is a form of financial disincentive that discourages Member States from taking a disproportionate response during an international infectious disease outbreak. Moreover, since the PEF is modeled on the notion of risk management, which means that the legal consequences of noncompliance with the IHR are not, by definition, punitive, the conceptual difference would, arguably, lessen political resistance from states in agreeing to the proposal, as with similar insurance schemes for natural disasters that have already been implemented regionally. 251 Additionally, because the IHR was established chiefly to enhance international cooperation, structuring economic disincentives to discourage certain behaviors is consistent with that goal.

Perhaps most importantly, from a practical viewpoint, this issue is politically ripe. A recent World Bank opinion survey shows that citizens in France, Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States are concerned that the world is ill-prepared for another global epidemic like EVD. 252 Similarly, the large number of international initiatives aimed at strengthening global health security suggests that there is a considerable amount of political interest in the issue.253 Hence, one key challenge likely to confront the proposal will
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not be the lack of political momentum, but rather how to sustain the interest of the international community in order to have a meaningful impact on global health security. Viewed in this light, the informal institutional linkage between the World Bank and the WHO is likely to increase the visibility of the issue and keep global health security as a key item on the international agenda. Admittedly, there are limitations to the proposal: it does not address the implementation gap that exist among states; it requires strong WHO leadership, which many commentators observe is currently absent; and lastly, it will compete with existing international commitments in a financially parsimonious world, including the post-2015 developments, and the replenishment of the Global Fund.

Despite the aforementioned limitations, the proposal should be favored for two key reasons. First, the proposal would compel states to adhere to the WHO’s expert recommendation, which, over time, will enhance the WHO’s reputation and entrench its normative authority in the international legal order. Relatedly, the linkage would compel states to give more political weight to a PHEIC and likely galvanize cooperation. Second, the proposal would shift the international infectious disease control regime from a principal-agent model to one that encourages Member States to act as stakeholders. Such a change is critical from a global health and justice perspective, where the current regime design tends to embed the inherent power asymmetry of strong and weak states, which is contrary to the WHO’s moral mission as a voice for the world’s most disadvantaged.

Additionally, the informal PEF-IHR linkage would offer at least three practical advantages. First, because affected states tend to be leery of the social, economic, and political repercussions that stem from notifying the WHO about a potential outbreak in their territory, such flexibility is particularly desirable. Second, the informal linkage would create an intermediate level between the outbreak and a PHEIC, which the Ebola Interim Assessment Panel notes as necessary in alerting and engaging the wider international community at an earlier phase in the crisis. This is primarily because an intermediate level could facilitate preparedness and prevention action, which is critical in
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averting an escalation of the situation. Third, the intermediate level
created by the IHR-PEF linkage would better accommodate the reality
of fragile states, where it is a lack of health capability that tends to
underlie their delayed responses rather than an unwillingness to
respond to a health crisis. Thus, the timely release of the PEF funds
would be used to bridge the health capability gap and prevent the
fragile states from stigmatization when they notify the WHO of the
outbreak in their territories.

In sum, the informal linkage would (1) reaffirm the WHO’s
normative authority as a global health leader, (2) create incentives for
states to comply with the IHR, (3) create a coherent regime of
international infectious disease control, (4) give the WHO the
financial resources necessary to command international public health
emergency response in the early stages of an outbreak, and (5)
institutionally, be mutually beneficial for both the WHO and the World
Bank because both organizations are struggling to maintain their
relevance in an increasingly crowded global health landscape now
occupied by new players that are arguably better funded.

D. Potential Challenges to the IHR-PEF Linkage

This Subsection responds briefly to another key potential criticism
of the proposal, which concerns the possible moral hazard that could
be created by the informal IHR-PEF linkage. A moral hazard occurs
when weak states over-rely on the World Bank for financial assistance
and resources once the WHO declares a PHEIC within their territory.
In the long run, this availability of funds could diminish the incentive
for weak states to develop their own public health infrastructure,
encouraging adverse dependency on international financial support
instead. However, from the vantage point of morality and practicality,
such concern is easily countered. First, as mentioned above, in the
instance where failing or failed states do not possess the necessary
public health core capability to respond to a PHEIC, as in the 2014
Ebola outbreak, international organizations owe a moral duty to the
affected state as an equal, moral subject. In particular, as the spread
of infectious disease tends to affect the most vulnerable populations
disproportionately, bioethicists argue that failure to invest in global
health security can be considered a collective moral failing. 257
Importantly, ensuring that the most vulnerable populations have
access to a minimal level of protection in the midst of an infectious
disease outbreak is a manifestation of solidarity. The WHO Ebola
Interim Assessment Panel recognizes the need to embody solidarity in
global health emergency response: “in an increasingly globalized world,
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a disease threat in one country is a threat to us all. Shared vulnerability means shared responsibility and therefore requires sharing of resources.”

In addition to the ethical considerations, a sustainable funding source made readily available to the affected population during a PHEIC would also encourage participation and engender trust in the global health security regime. Perceived fairness is important in the creation of an effective international regulatory regime. Legal scholar Ilan Benshalom further argues that, insofar as states participate in the international regime in order to coordinate collective interests, states “should pay for the provision of international public goods... according to their relative economic abilities.” Likewise, even from a policy perspective, since the fund would be made readily available to countries in need of financial assistance, irrespective of their economic circumstance, it is important to remember that wealthy countries are not excluded from accessing the fund. Even though the poor countries are more likely to be in need of the fund, the wealthy countries are also protected against a potentially costly human catastrophe. The IHR-PEF linkage would institutionalize processes for consistent funding decisions and serve as a hedge against economic uncertainty and emerging infectious diseases for all countries equally.

V. CONCLUSIONS: ADVANCING GLOBAL HEALTH SECURITY

This Article proposed informally linking the PEF with the IHR to ensure consistent and timely global health emergency responses. While some international law scholars have long advocated for enforceable obligations that would compel states to follow international law, global health practitioners have not taken their suggestions seriously, at least not until the recent 2014 Ebola outbreak, after which the WHO established a committee to consider embedding incentives in the existing infectious disease control regime. But such reactive political action to international infectious disease must be avoided, most of all at the expense of human life. While a multitude of reasons explain the slow containment of the 2014 Ebola outbreak, an IHR with enforceable mechanisms would strengthen future international infectious disease control responses. This proposal provides a timely discussion: the world is at a critical juncture, as the shape of the international infectious disease regime is undergoing dramatic transformation. The emergence of infectious diseases, such as the Zika virus, again underscores the urgency of a greater global


health cooperation. The 2014 Ebola outbreak provided a critical lesson for global health security, and it highlighted the current gap in the international infectious disease regime. Drawing on international law and international relations literature on compliance, this Article demonstrated how global health security can be enhanced through realizing the IHR’s potential vis-à-vis the financial incentives provided by the PEF. In doing so, the informal linkage would embed global health norms and deepen global health cooperation.